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"BABE" RUTH STARTED IN FAYETTEVILLE
"YOU'VE HAD IT" MEN;
NO MORE OCTOFOILS
UNTIL 1962 DUES PAID

,CITY NAMED AFTER THE FAMED GENERAL OF
REVOLUTIONARY WAR DAYS ..• OBSERVE
LA FAYETTE WEEK EACH YEAR

It's good to know, even at this late date, that Fayettevillet
N. C. has much more to distinguish itself than just the Town
Secretary Dan Quinn has asked Pump. The city is steeped in historic tradition that links it
The Octofoil to Ifress the point closely with this country being a free and independent nation
that after this mailing of The' Oc- today.

io(oil he will go through the mailing list with a fine tooth comb and
In 1783 Fayetteville became the
Jhose who have not paid 1962 dues LT. GEN. HOWZE IN
first city in America to be named
Will have their plates withdrawn
after the famous General Marquis
aqd_placed with the inactive files. COMMAND AT BRAGG de LaFayette. This great FrenchD'ad. hates to do this but' has no
man came to the aid of a struggling
al(emative. The budget commitLt. Gen. Hamilton H. Mowze is young, America, and became a part
tee has spoken. Printing copies of the new commanding officer at Fort of the heritage of the growing and
'The Octofoil for delinquent mem- Bragg. Gen. Howze was formerly prosperous nation. He came to serve
herS will cause the Association to with the XVIII Airborne Corps.
our country as a Major General.
rim into the red ink ,columns again
However, information reaching From his arrival in this country in
and that's a good way to hasten an The Octofoil from Fort Bragg in- July, 1777, until the British surrenorganization's finale.
dicates that Gen. Howze is just as der at Yorktown, LaFayette's miliSome 4,000 copies of The Octo- enthusiastic about the 9th 1962 Re- ,tary se~ce was continuous, with
foil- are being mailed this issue. union being held at Fort Bragg QS the exception of six months, Janu- '
That is many more than should his predecessor was.
ary to July, 1779, when he was sent
bemailedbutitishopedthat~THINKABOUT.62DUESN-O-WI-on.amission
to the French Court.
those 1961 delinquents who receive
Congress later passed a resolution
this issue will sWIer Conscience
complimenting him for his service.

,GEORGE DOHMANN

1:~1Mt;:~e'd:~ $AYS
tional Secretary. 412 Gregory Avenue, Weehawken, N. J.
If a member remitting to Seetary Quinn wishes his dues to be
credited to any particular chapter, the chapter designation may
be noted in the remittance to the
secretary..
,
Payment of 1962 dues will automatically reinstate any former
member to the active files as carried by Secretary Quinn.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!-

PLEN T Y OF PLANES
REACH FAYETTEVILLE

THE LATE GLENN O. MOORE
•. The Gr~m .Reaperhas invaded the ranks of the Ninth Infantry DivIsIOn. A!socratron and taken from our midst one of the most ardent
Assocratron supporters. Only a smal,l portion of the florid wreaths could
be placed in the Schoedinger Funeral Home Chapel at Columbus Ohio
during the funeral services held for Glenn. These tokens of est~m and
love were sent by people from all walks of lif~from the highest in state
and. municipal.govern.ment circles to the rank and file personnel-from
busmess and mdustrral tycoons to the maintenance employes of the
bank where he had devoted so many years of his his life-an institution
organized by his late father. A lull story about our buddy Glenn 0
MOQre, appearS in another column of The Octofoil.
'
•

GOV. ono KERNER
PUT ON K.P. DUTY
The Hall-Hagler Chapter of the
Disabled American Veterans located
in Springfield, ill., were h~ts recently to about 150 handicapped
students from the University of
illinois.
Governor Otto Kerner, one of the
Association's honored members. was
one of the guests of honor. However; in a 2-column picture printed
in the January issue of the DAV's
newspaper, the Illinois governor is
sho~ with sleeves rolled up and
sportmg a chef's !apron-while dishing out some appetizing chow to
the Department Commander of
the DAV Edward Oakes and to
many of the hungry students.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-o-W!-

GELMAN HAS BEEN ILL
A few days after the last issue of

The Octofoil a postal card was received which advised that Dave Gelman of the Greater New York Chapter, was ill.
No further word has been heard
fI:om, anyone about Dave's health. It
is hoped by his many friends in the
Association that he has completely
recovered and is his old self again,

SIMPSON LEADING
"DOG'S LIFE" IN
LONE STAR STATE
James N. Simpson's present address
is Rt. 6, Box 340, Waco, Texas. In a recent letter to Richard Pestel among
other things Jim has to say he mentioris the fact he has been happily
married to a beautiful lass for 15
years and is working for General
Tire & Rubber Co. He has been with
the General Tire organization for 16
years. Simpson's hobby is raising
German Shepherd dogs. His breeding
and displaying of the dogs necessitates considerable travel. Now that
he has been chosen to act as a judge
for many top-notch dog shows the
trips will probably become more frequent. "Simp" says he isn't making
much money with his sideline but is
having a lot of fun, On a recent trip
to Los Angeles Simpson located Tom
Sheldon, another former 47th man.
Here's another Texan who is planning to visit his old Alma Mater in
North Carolina come next July.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!'l:he man with money to burn will
always meet a woman who is a
match for him.

Red Byrne, Peabody, Mass., is
making inquiry as to whether ~here
is an airport at or near Fayetteville, where a group from New _~np
land might land in case they ena':
ter a plane to fly down for the .Ii-eunion.
Herb Clegg advises The OclofoL.
that Fayetteville has a MUnIcipal
Airport right outside of town for
the benefit of all those who would
like to fly in to Fayetteville fo'- the
1962 Reunion.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-

Plans for Reunion
Journal Underway
Secretary Quinn advises The, Octofoil that information received from
Herb Clegg, the 9th's human dynamo
down FayetteVille way, indicates a
nicely printed and edited journal
will be produced for distirbution at
the Fort Bragg Reunion.
Advertising rates for chapters will
be noted elsewhere in this issue of
The Octofoil.
Brig. Gen. Clayman is leaning
back in order to give Hank Royal
and Herb Clegg all the cooperation
they need to make all the projects
connected with the forthcoming Reunion a big success.
Herb advises in his letters that Ed
Kronsburg and Steve Fernandes
are accompanying him on his frequent visits to Fort Bragg to attend
matters regarding the Reunion that
need attention.
Latest up-to-the-minute plans and
developments for the Reunion will
be printed in succeeding issues of
The Octofoil.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WINATURE OF THE BEAST
Lady's Pet poodle presented her
with three puppies whom she named
Tuffy, Fluffy and Paderewski. When
asked why she had named them thusly, she said:
"Well, Fluffy is the fluffiest. Tuffy
is the toughest, And Paderewski is
" . t"
th e planlS .

WAPALAVAGE

DESERVES "THANKS"

LaFayette's love for America is

'f

George W. Dohmann, 2479 University Ave., The Bronx 68, N. Y.,
is out of the hospital temporarily,
but has a few minor (he hopes minor) operations yet to be done on
his jaws to remove excess bone for
proper dentures. After this ordeal
George hopes to attend all future
meetings of the New York Chapter.
But Dohmann's prime motive for
writing his most recent letter is to
extend his gratitude to Al Wadalavage for his many visits to the hospital to visit Dohmann Carmine
Abbruzzese and others. P~ts of the
letter reads:
Carmine and I were most appreciative of the cigarets, coffee and
soda-but the most important thing
was the visits Al made in which we
were able to sit and talk for long
periods of time. Keep in mind this
was a long trip for Al. Carmine and
I want to publicly announce our
gratitude. I can't be "flowery," but
he has our public praise for being
such a terrific guy. Modest as AI
is-this public acclaim may embarrass him-he deserves the praise.
I'm afraid we don't have many
with hearts like Al Wadalavage
There are not many who'll m:-ake
four-hour trips to a VA hospital at
definite intervals to visit with exG ,I .s, many 0 f w h o~ are strangers.
Thanks, AI, for a Job well done!
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!-

YOU,NG STIDMAN IS
THANKFUL FOR THE
LOU BECKER AWARD
On Sept. 7 young Albert F. Stidman, the 9th Division Louis Becker
Scholarship Award winner sent the
following note to SecretarY Quinn:
"Dear Mr. Quinn: Sorry that I
haven't written sooner, but college
prepro;ations and my job have kept
me falI'~y busy. I ~as very grateful
to r~elve the Lows Becker scholarship award. I want to thank you
for all your efforts in this field. I
hope to do well at college and play
some sports on the side, if I am able.
Tell all the men of the Ninth"thank you," for me.-Sincerely, AIbert,F. St~dman."
Stl~n s mother wrote o~ Nov. 1.4
to. advlSe t~t young Stldman, IS
domg well, m college and to gIve
Th~ Octofoil her t;ew address: 90
Ovington J:i.ve., Ed~n, N. J. She
has remarrIed and mail addressed to
Mrs. Agnes Cooper at the above address will reach her.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!-

_~~~~n:~
. ?-;~~~:~_
and named hIS two <laughters for
Carolina and Virginia.
VISITS FAYETTEVILLE
On Thursday, March 4, 1825, the
General visited Fayetteville. Being
met and escorted into the city by
the famed Fayetteville Independent
Light Infantry, second oldest active
military organization in the United
States, he was greeted at the Market House by hundreds of people.
There the Governor and other officials formally greeted him. The General addressed the throng, thanking
th~~ for this ~esake, their patrlOtlSm, and statmg:
"... Convinced as I am that the
generous and enlightened people of
North Carolina will continue all assistance to improve the natural advantages of Fayetteville and make
it more and more useful to the
state." LaFayette Week, Sept. 6, is
observed in Fayetteville annually to
commemorate the birthday of this
famed French General.
'
"BABE" RUTH GETS WORK OUT
"Babe" Ruth! the great baseball

plar~r, plared m Fay~tteville ~hile

trammg Wlth the Baltunore OrIoles
of. 1914. It was "here ,~at he acqwred the n~e .Babe. It was .here
also that he hIt his first professlO~al
home run. He came to Fayetteville
again in 1935 and played ,with the
Braves against State Coil g The
game was not ended becaU:e ~ll the
baseballs in town were used up-or
pocketed. A marker now stands on
Gillespie Street.
CONFEDERATE BREASTWORKS
These breastworks are located in
the area of the present, Veterans'
Hospital on the Raleigh ROad north
of the city. They were set up to defend Fayetteville from the Union
Army. Remains are still visible and
attract visitors who are interested
in the history of our great country.
LIBERTY POINT DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE
This declaration was signed by 39
patriots on June 20. 1775, at what is
now known as Liberty Point, on the
corner of Bow and Person Streets,
Fayetteville. This action followed the
Mecklenburg Declaration just one
month earlier. A boulder with the
signers' names marks the spot.
45,000 POPULATION
The present-day Fayetteville with
a population of 45,000, is one of
North Carolina's fastest growing
cities. Including nearby Fort Bragg,
the population of the metropolitan
area is approximately 120,000.
.
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Visitors' Names Who
Attended the Reunion

THE OCTOfO'1
Forms 3579 Should be sent to 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio
EDITORIAL AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES - COLUMBUS, OHIO
Octofoll Editor •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PAUL S. PLUNKETT
Assistant Editor and Circulation Manager •••••••••••••••••..•• RICHARD PESTEL
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*
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NATIONAL OFFICERS

JOHN SABATO, President, 2743 Snyder Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
VINCENT GUGLIELMINO, 1st Vke·Pres., 114 Charles St., Floral Park, L. I., N. Y.
HERBERT OLSEN, 2nd Vire·President, 389 Highland Ave., Randolph, Mass.
JACK O'SHEA 3rd Vire-President, 412 South Avenue, Holmes, Pa.
HARRISON DAYSH, Judge Adllorate, 4303 Carriage Coun, Keusington, Maryland
DANIEL QUI~J.Serretary, 412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N. J.
THOMAS BOy LE, Treasurer, 39 Hall Ave., Somerville, Mass.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

19641962 John Korobko, Detroit, Mich.
Francis Maher, Worcester, Mass.
Michael Belmonte, Chicago, Ill.
Alfons Cuprys, Mt. Emphram, N. J.
Anthony Chaconas, Washington, D. C.
John Clouser Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Paul S. Plunkett, Columbus, Ohio
John Rizzo, i ong Beach, L.~., N. Y.
1963 Board Members Emeritus
Maj. Gen. W. C. Westmoreland, U.S.
Lt. Gen. Manton S. Eddy (Retired)
Military Acad., West Point, N.Y.
Maj. Gen. Louis A. Craig (Retired)
George Apar, Franklin Sq.--, L.I., N. Y.
Honorary
Chaplain Emeritus
Edward McGrath, Green Harbor, Mass.
Father Edward Connors
John Sabato, Philadelphia, Pa.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Robt. Rumenapp, St. Clair Shores, Mich.

*

*

*

The official publication of the Ninth Infantry Division Association-offices located
at 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio. Sii1~le copy price is 20 cents per issue or by mail
$1.50 rer year, payable in advance. Sitbscribers should notify the National Secretary,
Danie Quinn, 412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N. J., of any change in address.
Published six times yearly, September.October, November·December, January·
February, March·April, May·June, July·August, by and for the members of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association. News items, feature stories, photographs and an mao
terial from members will be appreciated. Every effort will be made to return photo·
graphs and an work in ~ood condition. Please address all communications to Paul S.
Plunkett, Editor, The Octofoil, 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio.
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the Ninth Infantry Division
Association reads: "This Association is formed by the officers and men of the Ninth
Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our fallen comrades, to pre'
serve the esprit de corps of, the division, to assist in promoting an everlasting world
peace exclusively of means of educational activities and to serve as an information
bureau to members and former members of the Division."
Copy must be received on or before the 5th of each month to rarantee publication
on the 15th. Photographs must be received on or before 1st day Ot_ ~blicatioo month.
Entered as second class matter at the Columbus, Ohio, POSt Office. Authorized as
of October 29. 1958.
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FAYETTEVILLE HOTEL AND MOTEL RATES
REASONABLE; MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION REUNION
July 26, 27, and 28, 1962
PRINCE CHARLES HOTEL,
Fayetteville, N. C.
Mr. Richard P. Taylor, Manager
.
.
Please reserve for the undersigned accommodations that
."are checked below.
Arrival Date---__.
.... ._...
_ ..__A.M.
.. P.M.
-

- '7.-

Departure Date -

.

..

._...

.__..__.

.---------.-------.---

N arne -------------------.-----------..------.----------..----------_.----.-----------------.-Street or R.F.D. _.
.
----------.------------.--------.---------------.---..-City
----- State .---------------------------

( )

Singles-$4.50-$6.00

( )

Twins-$8.00-$10.00

( )
( )

Doubles-$7.50-$9.00
Room for three-$10.00 and $11.00

All rooms have private bath, 75 percent are airconditioned,
others have ceiling fan, 75 percent have .TV. A free pave~
parking lot in rear of hotel; also 500 car parking lot of Seats
& Roebuck that hotel· patrons are permitted to use.
After all available rooms are filled at the Prince Charles
Hotel requests for reservations will be turned over to the
nearby Motels. Rates for the motels are given below. Those
anxious to get into the hotel should send in reservations
early. The Motel rates are:
MOTEL RATES
Single
Americana, Hiway 301, S.
. .__ 8.00-10.00
.. 7.00
Ambassador, Hiway 301, S.
Bel Aire, Hiway 301, S.
.,__ 6.00
Betsy Ross, Hiway 301, S.
8.00
Downtown, 321 N. Eastern Blvd. 6.00- 7.00
Highland Court, 301 South
8.00
Howard Johnson, Hiway 301, South 8.00
In Town, 430 Ramsey St.
..__.__ 6.00

Double
9.00-11.00
9.00
9.00
9..00
8.00
9.00
9.00
7.50

Twins
10.00-14.00
10.00
9.00
10.00
9.00
9.00
10.00
8.50

TOURIST HOME RATES
Dinty Moore, 348 Person St. ..
3.00
4.00
. 6.00
The above are all members of the Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce.

Fifth Girl Added to
Capt. Buck's Family

JOHN ROWE WRITES
FROM ILLINOIS CITY

The last Octofoil edition carried
several columns of names and addresses of members who attended the
Reunion in Detroit. However there
was not sufficient space to print all
the names. Those that were not printed in the last issue were as follows:
60th FA.
Michael Belmonte, 60th FA. Bn.
Btry. A, 3604 W. Iowa At., Chicago,
illinois.
Dominick Greco, 60th Field, Btry.
B, 403 Highland St., Tiltonsville, O.
Michael Lasalandra, 60th FA. Hqr.
Btry., 188 Intervale Rd., Stamford,
Conn.
Clair R. McKee, 60th F .A., B Btry.,
Rt. 2, McComb, Ohio.
Bud F. Remer, 60th FA., Hqr. Co.,
4935 N. Hamilton, Chicago 25, TIL
Savino DeRosa, 60th FA. Service
Btry., 21 Clark St., Garfield, N. J.
Anthony J. Chacanos, 84th FA,
B Btyr., 5101 13th St., N.W., Washington 11, D. C.
.
Robert J. Pichette, 84th FA., C and
Hqrs., 17150 Archdale, Detroit 35,
Michigan.
9TH RECON.-

John Bonkowski, 9th Recon., 19941
Hickory, Detroit 5, Michigan.
Walter A. Juchnik, 9th Recon, 5930
Elmwood Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Robert J. Lynch, 9th Recon., 2103
11th St., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
709TH ORD.Ray Poirer, 709th Ord. Co., 1265
Orchard Rd., Essexviille, Mich.
Ernest Hudson, 899th T.D. Bn., 724
Griswold S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
9m M.P.Rev. Gerald F. Rowan, M.P., St.,
Patrick's Church, Kingman, Kansas.
Alfons J. Cuprys, 9th M.P., 1124
W. Kings Hwy., Mt. Ephraim, N. J.
Bruce Moir, 9th M.P., 1809 Thomas
Berkley, Mich.
'
Arthur Mull, 9th M.P., 20859 Crestmont Line, Dearborn 6, Mich.
9m Q.M.Gene Berasi, 9th Q.M., 248 Summit
Ave., Youngstown, Ohio.
Joseph DeMato, 9th Q.M., 310 Fairview Ave.., Hamden, Conn.
Arthur Green, 9th· Q. M. Co., 3rd
PIt., St. Paul, Ind.
floyd Hennessey, 9th Q.M. Co.,
7927 Summerfield Rd., Lambertville
Michigan.,
'
Harry Orenst6t, 9th Q.M., 640 E.
139th St., Bronx 54, New York.
William PaladY, 9th Q.M., 322 31st
St., McKeesport, Pat
Andrew A. Sinare, 9th Q.M., 716 E.
162nd St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Everett N. Tapp, 9th Q.M., 3rd PIt.,
20~03. Ann Arbor Trail, Dearborn 6,
Michigan.
15TH ENGRS.M. Russell Bassel, 15th Engrs., Hq.,
59 Kenmore Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pat DeColli, 15th Engr., Co. B, 1837
S. Carlisle St., Philadelphia 65, Pa.
Steve Dobrino, 15th Engr., Co. A,
1st PIt., 6041 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Ill.
.
G. E. Fasano, 15th Engr., Co. A, 294
Arlington Ave., Brooklyn 8, N. Y.
Thomas M. Gray, 15th Engr., Bn.
Hqrs., 73 Monmouth St., Brookline
Massachusetts.
'
Peter T. Magnanelli, 15th Engrs.,
6704 Hillandale Rd., Chevy Chase
15, Maryland.
Edward J. McGrath, 15th Engrs.,
Co. C, Box 275, Green Harbor, Mass.
Francis K. Maher, 15th Engrs., C
Co., 14 Davenport, Worcester, Mass.
JoOOM. Maule, 15th Engrs., Co. A,
124 Bear Lake Rd., Muskegon, Mich.
Walter A. Millstine, 15th Engrs., A
Co., 529 Dunn Drive, Pittsburgh 27
Pennsylvania.
'
Wilson Palazini, Jr., 15th Engrs.,
Med. Det., 3630 Orchard Lane Road
Pontiac, Michigan.
'
Arthur P. Paulus, 15th Engrs., Co.
C, 147-49 Huxley St., New York 22
New York.
'
Arthur Schmidt, 15th Engrs., Co. B,
69-20 69th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tony Valeri, 15th Engrs., Co. A,
821 Detroit Ave., Monroe, Mich.

Dan Quinn, National Sec~tary, Ninth Infantry Division Assn.,
412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, New Jersey
Enclosed please find 1961 dues for:
Name

~ ..

.serial No

Street Address
City

.zone

State

.

I was a member of:
Battery

; Company

_ ; Regiment

9th Div.

I wish to sign up for the following:
Regular Member, per year
Sustaining Member

_

_

_

_--

THREE·YEAR MEMBER ~
Life Membership
Octofoil Automobile License Disc

Decals, 25c; (5) five for
Eight Stars to Victory

_

0
_.......•...._.......
0
_
Sll.oo 0
850.00 0
:
8 1.00 0
_
$ 1.00 .0
_
_ 8 2.00 0
_ .......• 4.00

_.._

_

(Pictorial History 0/ 9th Division ill action.)

Ladies' Auxiliary Member
Co~at

Route Map

_.._.._
_

_

_

S 1.50 0

_.._•........._..................

.50

_.:.........•............................8 .50

60th Infantry History

• • •

0
0

Please credit the following chapter:
Philadelphia

0

Illinois

Western Pennsylvania
Buffalo

0
New England

0

Ohio

0

0

Greater New York
Washington, D. C.

0

0

0

Fort Carson

0

Greater Detroit 0

Twin Cities 0

RATES FOR SPACE IN THE 1962
FORT BRAGG SOUVENIR PROGRAM
Chapters or individual members who desire space in the
Souvenir Program that will be printed by the 1962 Reunion
Committee should send copy, check and additional information toHERBERT CLEGG,
315 Valley Road
Fayetteville, N. C.
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

Full Page
~'
Half Page
One-fourth Page
One-eighth Page
One-sixteenth Page
Booster Page (Individual's name only)

$25.00
$15.00
$10.00
$ 5.00
$ 2.50
$ 1.00

This Fort Bragg souvenir program will be a book all former Ninth men will want to keep among their treasured
collections. Contact the committee soon for space.

PRINCE CHARLES HAS BEEN MODERNIZED

-PAY 1961 DUES NOW-

lannetti Needs Help So
He Can File a Claim
Ed Iannetti, 215 W. 34th St., New
York City, is trying to locate a Captain Frank of the 26th F.A. Service
Bty. Ed believes Capt. Frank can
help him to file a disability claim
with the VA. If there are any other
officers from the 26th in position to
help Iannetti he will appreciate
hearing from them at the address
given above.

The Octofoil is in receipt of a letter from John L. Rowe, Lindenwald,
Downers Grove,m., asking for information about the Association
and "8 Stars to Victory." The letter
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N·O·WIis being forwarded to Secretary
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-C.W 1CHAPTER MEETING IN OHIO
Nurse: Every time I listen to this Dan Quinn.
Rowe was with Co. M, 47th, and
Unofficial information reaching the
man's heart his blood pressure goes
would like to hear from some of his Octofoil is to the effect a meeting of
up. What should I do?
old buddies.
the Ohio Chapter is being arranged
Doctor: Button your blouse.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N·O·W!-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N·O·WIfor Friday night, Feb. 2, at the GerA bachelor is a man who is crazy mania Club, S. Front St., Columbus.
The last word in automobiles freOfficers are slated to be elected.
to marry-but realbes it in time..
quently is "Step on it."
It has been relayed to The Octofoil that Captain Buck, 47th Regt.
Servo Co., now living in Pittsburgh,
Pa., has again passed o1,1t the cigars.
The count is now five-all girls.

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Printed euewhere in thi. iI.ue of The Oct%il will be found
all the in/ormation member. mi.ht _ish concernin. the .4J.oclatio,,'.
1962 Reunion Headquarter. Hotel-,he Prinee Cluule., Fa"eUftille,
N. C., pictured cboN.
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THE NINTH RIDES AGAIN .•. ADDONIZIO LEADS

Gen. Randle Told GLENN O. MOORE, FORMER NATIONAL PRESIDENT,
New Group Facts PASSED AWAY JANUARY 10, AT COLUMBUS, OHIO
About Old 47th
Appearing in this issue of The Octofoil will be noted two pictures that
were snapped at the 3rd Battle
Group's get-together in Atlanta, Ga.,
at which time Gen. Edwin H. Randle
addressed the group.
In a letter to the editor of The Octofoil, dated Dec. 27, 1961, Gen. Randle had this to say about the affair:
Dear Paul: On November 4th I was
the guest of honor at the annual dinner of the 3rd Battle Group, 47th
Infantry The dinner was held at the
Officers Club, Fort McPherson, Ga.
The 3d Battle Group - a fancy
name for a battalion-is a reserve
unit with its companies centered
about -Atlanta. It has a strength of
some nine hundred officers and rnen,
and is commanded by Colonel William M. Perryman, Jr., of Atlanta.
HISTORY OF 47m
They wanted me to tell them
something of the history and record
of the 47th Infantry and I did just
that, as much as I could in a talk
lasting only about ten minutes.
I am delighted to report that these,
fine young officers who are making a
living for their families as well as
devoting much time to their'reserve
units, seemed intensely interested in
vmat I had to say. They are smart
and eager and are developing a unit
spirit and pride along the same lines
as did the Raiders whom we knew
and loved.-Cordially yours, Edwin
H. Randle, 503 Althea Road, Belleair, Clearwater, Fla.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-

BOY, OH, BOY--WHATTA
DAYFULL OF EVENTS!
After 14 year. a. a member of Congress, in which time he chalked
up an enviable record, Hugh ]. Addonizio will retire from the House
of Representative. to make the race for mayor of Newark, N. J. Former Ninth Division buddies have laid aside all partisan politic.-Republicans, Democrats and Mug·Wumps are all rallying to the .upport
of their old Ninth Division buddy.
(A Mug-Wump, Dear Reader-is one of those species of citizens who
hall hi, MUir on one .ide of a political fence; his Wump on the other.)

NEWARK, N. J. RESIDENTS'DRAFT FORMER NINTH
MAN TO RUN FOR THE CITY'S MAYORALITY JOB
suIted in his election to seven consecutive terms as Congressman from
New Jersey's 11th District since
1948.
In Congress, Hughie, a Democrat,
has consistently been on the side of
the people in all matters affecting
their interests, including housing,
old-age medical care, Social Security and urban renewal.
The veterans of all our nation's
wars have always found Hughie in
their corner. Despite the enormous
pressure of Congressional business,
Hughie always has taken the time,
frequently laboring long into the
night, to ease the plight of a veteran
who, because of health or other reasons, needed some of the benefits
due him.
It is somehow characteristic of
Hughie that, despite a Fordham University degree which could have
gotten him an immediate commission, he chose to enlist in the Anny
as a private when he answered his
country's call in 1941.
His superiors, however, were
quick to discern his leadership capabilities and he was sent to the Infantry School in Fort Benning, Ga.,
from which he emerged as a second
lieutenant.
He spent 37 long months overseas,
taking part in three invasions and
in every major engagement ranging
from North Africa, through Italy, to
the bitter Battle of the Bulge and
victory in Germany.
As he answered his country's call
in 1941, Hughie has now consented
to become a candidate for Mayor of
Newark at the urging of the people,
many of whom he has served so efficiently during his 14 years in the
Halls of Congress.
While Hughie's departure from
the Washington legislative halls will
be a serious loss to Congress, his
decision to run for Mayor makes it
quite plain that his energies and resourcefulness are urgently needed
in 11is home city.

Fonner Ninth Division men are
distinguishing themselves in all
walks of life from one end of the
United States to the other. And in
each instance these men continue
to maintain their modesty and interest in the Association and its members, individually and collectively.
Congressman Hugh J. Addonizio
long ago established himself as a
distinguished son of the Ninth Division. But it seems that still additional honors are in store for this
beloved former 9th man. The good
people of Newark, N. J. wanting the
best talent available to administer
their municipal affairs have circulated petitions and secured the
names of an unprecedented number
of voters, appealing to Hugh for him
to make the race for mayor of that
great metropolis. The Congressman
has acceded to the people's request
and is now actively engaged in the
campaign for election as mayor.
SLUGGED HIS WAY
A young captain who slugged his
way across Europe with the Ninth
Infantry Division 17 years 'ago is
well on his way to being the next
mayor of Newark, N.J., which is
one of the country's leading manufacturing and transportation centers.
Ninth men who knew Capt. Hugh
J. Addonizio know full well that after the smoke has cleared from the
political battle in Newark Hugh's
adversaries will realize they've been
through a fight-and they've had it.
Capt. Addonizio will be remembered by old Ninth men as a tough,
but eminently fair company commander, and a man who could not
rest until his assignments were all
carried out.
This determination was reflected
in the manner that he fought
through eight major campaigns,
winning citation after citation. and
his nomination to the Army Infantry
School Hall of Fame in 1958.
The same restless energy and desire to get the job done have re-

No one ever attended any kind of
Reunion or Convention that was as
"chuck" full of events as the committee has already arranged for
those who will be in Fort Bragg in
July..
Thursday night after the registration at the hotel they have arranged
for the family cook-out or picnic.
Friday AM., a business sessionFriday afternoon everyone will enjoy
witnessing the ~ade ground events.
A dance and "buffet luncheon is
being planned for Friday night.
On Saturday afternoon Memorial
Services at the Post at which time
it is hoped to be able to have Father
Ed 'Connors, Chaplain Propst and a
Rabbi to jointly conduct the services.
On Saturday afternoon those who
are not interested in the swim party
will have a choice of things to do.
Tours in and around Fayetteville are
being arranged.
COCKTAILS
The busy three-day prograIl) will
be concluded on Saturday night
with a banquet at the Post. Something new is being planned with
prospects of being fulfilled - the
possibility of a cocktail hour before
the banquet, to be attended by everyone.

Preparation for this issue of The
Octofoil is being done by the editor
with a heavy heart. Just as the editing and writing of headlines was
getting under way a telephone
message was relayed to The Octofoil that a former national president
of the Association, Glenn O. Moore,
had passed away at Mt. Carmel
Hospital in Columbus, O.
Of the many organizations Glenn
belonged to, including his beloved
Aladdin Shrine, none were held so
close to his heart as was the Ninth
.Infantry Division Association. He
was a life member. Glenn was on
the Reunion Committee back in
1947, the second Reunion the Asso-'
ciation held, which was held in Columbus. He had served as a second
Vice president of the National Association, many times as a member of
the Board and one term as National
President.
Glenn was a former 39th man-a
great admirer of the inimitable
Paddy Flint. After stopping several
machine gun bullets in Africa he
was physically unable to continue
to keep ~ up with the Division, but
remained in overseas service until
after V-E Day, serving as an ambulance driver.
Twelve hours before Glenn was
stricken and rushed to the hospital
he had talked better than an hour
with the Octofoil editor concerning
future plans for the Ohio Chapter
of the Association.
Moore had worked for 25 years in
the bank that his father had organized. Glenn's dad died while his
G.I. son was hospitalized in an overseas Army hospital. Returning to
Columbus after the war he was
made assistant secretary to the
bank's Board of Directors, later he
served in various other responsible
capacities. Glenn saw the bank his
father founded grow from a small
institution to an organization with
some 30 million dollars in assetswith seven or eight large branches.

In 1958 because of ill health he retired from active duty with the Ohio
Federal Savings and Loan Co.

ASSOCIATION FIRST
Although a busy man while connected with the bank, Moore was
never too busy to lay everything
else aside and give time to Chapter
or National Association problems.
A hard fighter for those things in
which he believed - Moore never
nursed 8' grudge against those who
had differed with him. He will be
missed by members of the Columbus Chapter, the National Board of
Governors, and by those who attend
the annual Reunions.
Burial was in Green Lawn Cemetery, Columbus, Saturday, January
13, 1962. Every former Ninth man who
heard the sad news of Glenn's death
called at the funeral home to pay
their respects or were present at the
funeral services. One of the most
beautiful floral pieces among the
many pieces was a large Octofpil
made from red, white and blue flowers. The flower detail was left in the
hands of Dick Corbin, a former Ohio
Chapter president. The .National Association was represented by Paul S.
Plunkett, a Board member, who was
one of the pallbearers. Others who
were there included ~iles McFarland,
Don Jewel, William Brabson, president of the Ohio Chapter; Richard
Pestel, secretary; Richard Macomber,
Paul Keller, Pearl Nickles and maybe
many others.
Glenn is survived by his wife,
Mabel; his mother, and two brothers, Roger and Alan.
The bereaved widow has endowed
herself to thousands of former 9th
Division men for her charm and
sunny disposition so noticeable at
most all the Association's Reunions.
To the bereaved widow and other
members of the family The, Octofou
extends heartfelt sympathy in behalf of the entire membership of the
Association - individually and 001lectively.

THIRD BATTLE GROUP, 47TH INF. ASSEMBLE

-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-

Pat Morano Looking
For Cantito's Family
Pat Morano, immediate past president of the Greater New York
Chap~er, is asking if any Octofoil
readers could help him locate the
family of Joseph Cantito, formerly
of B Co., 47th. Joe was killed at EI
Guettar. He came from either
Bridgeport or Hartford, Conn.
Pat also is asking for information
about a fellow by the name of Tucker, who lived in Elizabeth, N. J.,
and a man named Davies who lived
in New York. Another former 9th
man Pat is making inquiry about is
A. Epifanio, from New Jersey. All
of these men are former Co. B, 47th
men. And anyone who can help Pat
in his search for information should
get in touch with him at once. The
address is Pat Morano. 209· Suttons
Lane Edison Township, Highland
Park' N J
"':THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-o-WI-

NEXT-OF-KIN
. .
..
A muust~r found a dead Jackass In
front of his house ~d ca1le~ the
Board of Health, sayIng I WIsh to
report there's a dead mule in front of
my house and I wish you'd remove
him.
The clerk asked, Who is this?
This is Reverend Smith, was the
reply.
The clerk, trying to be funny said,
But, Reverend, I thought you fellows
"My brother swallowed a box of Thanks for Cards
took care of the dead.
firecrackers."
, Richard Pestel 1467 E. Livingston
Replied the minister, We do, but
"Is he all right now?"
Ave. Columbus' O. has asked The first we get in touch with their rela"I can't say. Haven't heard the last Octofoil to conv~y f~r him thanks to tives.
-PAY 1961 DUES NOWreport."
all those friends and old Ninth budFlattery is the art of telling a per-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O·W 1dies who remembered he and Edie by
Don't race trains to a crossm,. If sending so many beautiful Christmas son exactly what he thinks of himit's a tie, you lose.
cards during the 1961 Yuletide season. self.
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Appearing in this issue are some notes given by Gen~ Edwin H~
Randle concerning his attendance at a meeting in Atlanta, Ga., N01J.
4, of the 3rd Battle Group, 47th Infantry. Left to right: Colonel
William M. Perryman, Jr. (Commanding 3rd Battle Group, 47th
Infantry), General Randle and Colonel Phillip Jones.
'

father Tardif Sends
Christmas Greetings

SONNY PASCAL DIES
AFTER LONG ILLNESS

Chaplain Hilaire Tardif, formerly with the 47th, now living at 2010
W. Dorchester St., Montreal, Canada, sent the Association a beautiful Christmas card with the following personal message penned: "God
bless you and all the 'Old Reliables' even though 'Notorious.'
Fr. Hilary M. Tardif.
John White, Rockland, Mass., 26th
F.A., asked about Fr. Tardif during
the 1961 Memori~ Servies in Worcester. He was nussed by many others from the 47th Inf. also.

Wilbert (Snuffy) Goldsmith, former Co. E, 39th man, had the sad task
to perform of writing The Octofoil
about the recent death of Anthony
J. (Sonny) Pascal, 130 Hunter Ave.,
Yonkers, N. Y. Goldsmith is a Past
Commander of the DAV Chapter No.
16, Yonkers. In his letter Snuffy advises:
Sonny had been ill for several
months. He was employed as a
plumber with the Devaney and the
O'Farrell Plumbing Co., of Yonkers.
Sonny was a sergeant with Co. F,
39th, and served in the European,
African and Middle Eastern Theater,
and received the PW'ple Heart Medal
with Oak Leaf Cluster.

-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N.O-W 1_

DETROITERS HELD BIG
CHRISTMAS PARTY AT
CARSON'S DEC. 16th
The Octofoil is in receipt of a short
letter from Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rumenapp, 22613 Furton Blvd., St. Clair
Shores, Mich. Bob is secretary of the
Greater Michigan Chapter. At the
time of their letter they were planning a combined Chapter meeting
and Christmas party at Carson's Chop
House-a famous institution in the
hearts of thousands of Detroiten.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-

-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-

Clyde Fowler Retires
As Lieutenant Colonel
Clyde M. Fowler, formerly with
the 47th and 60th Regts., retired last
year as a Lieutenant Colonel, and
is planning to enter the real estate
business.
He is now living at 4422 Eisenhauer Rd.. San Antonio, Texas.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-C-WI-
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PAT MORANO ASKS
SUPPORT OF ALL TO
THE NEW OFFICERS

OCTOFOIL

SERVICE BATTERY, 26TH F.A. MEN
REMEMBER JOE McKENZIE AND
GIVE MAIL MAN REAL WORK OUT

January-February, 1962

INEW YORK CHAPTER'S MEMBERSHIP ROSTER
I SHOWS INCREASE; ALL REPORTS ENCOURAGING

Under date of Dec. 14 Outgoing
President Pat Morano of the Greater
By JOE McKENZIE,
Schmidt, Bob Rumenapp, Chesley
New York Chapter mailed out his
95 Washington Avenue
Mischler and Ike Blitzstein are men
regularly monthly bulletin in which
of other units whom I have met in
he extended congratulations to the
Waltham, Mass.
such places as Columbus, Pittsburgh,
newly elected officers and asked the
A Happy New Year to All!
Worcester, etc., and who wished me
entire membership to cooperate with
A little something we received at a Merry Christmas.
the fine set of officers who have been
Christmas time brought us much joy
Service Battery men are still travelected to run. the Chapter in 1962.
and happiness. It may have been a eling or making plans to traveL HarThe new officers are:
President: Stanley Cohen, 9 Or- gift or a letter or even a Christmas old Wallace, 4510 Pine St., Bellaire,
card from someone we met or saw Texas, is planning to be at Fort
card Lane, Livingston, N. J.
First Vice-President: Arthur R. many years ago. The same joy and Bragg next summer. Anyone else in
Schmidt, 69-20 69th St., Glendale 27, happiness will be ours throughout that territory willing to mdke up a
the new year every time the n a m e ?
I
New York.
of the sender slips back in to our convoy. Bill Andrews, 5780 A pine,
Second Vice-President: Walter J. mind. May you men of the Ninth and N.W., Comstock Park, Mich., is planO'Keefe, 1858 Woodbine St., Ridge- your families have much joy and ning a trip to Worcester next Nowood, N. Y.
throughout 1962.
vember. Some of you men in the
Secretary: Dominick Miele, 26-06 happiness
___This Christmas the mailman de- Wolverine State might contact Bill
24th Ave., Astoria 2, Long Island.
Treasurer: Irving Feinberg, 501 livered many cards to me from the and make plans to hire a bus for the
old gang of Service Battery 26th F.A. trip. The Roscoe family visited the
Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Judge Advocate: Harry Orenstein, as well as from many men of other Huber family in Olean over Thanksbatteries whom I have met at many giving holidays.
640 E. 139th St., Bronx 54, N. Y.
Cecil Williamson, Route 3, Albert
Sergeant-at-Arms: Al Orletti, 990 of our National conventions.
LOST IS FOUND
Lea, Minn., has called it quits as an
-A.mow Ave., Bronx 69, N. Y.
This year I heard from Roy Cor- auto mechanic and bought a dairy
Chaplain: George A. Apar, 330
Fairway Drive, Franklin Square, tese for the first time. The old boy farm. When you fellows are out that
has been lost in the wilds of Milwau- way and need milk or cheese, etc.,
Long Island.
know where to get it.
New members to the Board of kee. Jim Daniels, Bumal Lareau, Bob you'll
Jim Boyle, 110 E. 14th St., HomeGovernors (to serve until 1963):
Hamilton, Elmer Roscoe and Carl
ha
39th Inf.: Herminio Suarez, 535 Lucas sent cards. Warren Estep stead, Pa., added a note to say t t
W. 135th St., New York 31, N. Y.
wrote for the first time in five years. he is the proud father of a new
daughter named Margaret Kathleen
47th Inf.: Jack Scully, 99 Summit Harold Huber, Bob LaDez, Peter Bo
1
Ave., Summit, N. J.
Greco, Joe Albanese, Louie England,
y e.
.
60th Inf.: George Fraenkel, 140-55 George Wilkinson, Charlie Zablow,
~lbert Turner,. 1207 G.ardema, AmBurden Crescent, Briarwood, N. Y. Elbert Turner also sent· cards Many .anllo, Texas, now an Air Corps man,
Special Troops: Edward Goldstein, have forgotten about Peter .Greco. had an important assignment. in
67 St. Paul's Place, Brooklyn 26, Peter joined us at Bragg a few days Stamford, Conn. the week followmg
New York.
before we left for parts unknown. our Memorial Mass. The weather in
Divarty: Kenneth Grosse, 236 He was to be the battery barber. By ~tamford as in WC?rcester was .beauHawthorne St., Yonkers, N. Y.
the time we reached Bizerte the bful. Upon returnmg to Amarillo he
Members still on the Board (term Army decided that Pete had it. That was greeted with much snow and
expires December 31, 1962):
was the last we saw of him. Raymond plenty of cold weather.
39th Inf.: Patrick J. Higgins, 144 Weaver, Paul Griffin, Ed Kral, Bill
New England, like most of the land
E. Dean St., Freeport, L. L
Dan Looney, Arnold Leach, above the Mason and Dixon line, is
47th Inf.: Al Orletti, 990 Arnow Andrews,
jim Boyle, Johnny Earnhardt, John covered with snow and ice. There is
Ave., Bronx 69, N. Y.
60th Inf.: Harry Jumeman, 78-58 Murray, Red Truscello, Harold Wal- no need to tell northerners how
lace, Lew Orticari, Jerry Langer, beautiful or how dull and cold it can
74th St., Glendale 27, N. Y.
Special Troops: Dave Gelman, 74- Cecil Williamson, Bill Bongiorno and make our section of the country. I
Frank Grutzius used the United can say that the southern boys will
25 220th St., Bayside, L. I.
Divarty: Max Umansky, 83-20 States mail to wish me a Merry have none of it for us at Fort Bragg
Christmas. Paul Plunkett, Loren next summer. - Sincerely, Joe Mc141st St., Kew Gardens 35, L. 1.
Pat closed his interesting letter as Doyle, Tony Salton, John Sabato, Ted Kenzie.
follows:
I want to personally expresa my
BRAGG SCENE AS IT WAS SACK IN 1942
sincere thanks and appreciation to
,~t~ znAZn~.o£ thQ

v:n-ious com-

mittees for their cooperation and assistance they gave me during the
past year. My thanks goes also to all
in the Chapter for the wonderful
way you have treated and received
me during your attendance at all the
meetings. It was a wonderful experience for me and one that I shall
never forget. As your outgoing president and'in returning to be with you
"in the ranks," so to speak, it is with
the principle to keep alive the ''Esprit de Corps" of the 9th Division
Association.

MORANO PLEDGES SUPPORT
Pat Morano in his outgoing speech,
thanked the membership for their
cooperation and for the many new
members that have been brought in.
Pat promised his all-out support in
helping the newly elected officers.
George Apar in welcoming the
newly elected members to the Board
of Governors expressed the hope they
might be used more in the planning
of affairs and activities of the Chapter.
There were 35 members present.
Chapter Treasurer Irving Feinberg,
in his pessimistic manner, expressed
himself as having "sad tidings" for
the group. It seems a bill for $80
for meats purchased for the picnic
had just been received. This naturally resulted in reducing· the net income for the year. Nevertheless the
Chapter is still in the black.. In fact,
a most successful financial year was
experienced. Feinberg was in for a
bit of good natured ribbing because
of the delayed-action meat bill.
FAZIO A FINANCIAL WIZARD
Frank Fazio gave a report on the
Chapter Dance. Both the dance and
the SO-50 Club were successful.
There were 110 tickets sold for the
dance, 153 books sold on the SO-so
Club.
Secretary Dominick Miele reported
an increase in member:;hip. The
chapter has over 300 members. Harry
Juneman was given a vote of thanks
for having brought in a new member,
Harry Groller of 60th Serv. Co.
Adolph. Wadalavage reported on
his activities as Chapter Welfare

Representative. He reported George
Dohmann and Abbruses had been
discharged from the hospital and had
promised to start attending meetings.
Wadalavage asks that the members
keep him informed of any members
that are ill or hospitalized. Most of
the boys in the hospitals have a
craving for candy, according to
Adolph. His address is 94-30 96th St.,
Ozone Park 16, N. Y.
HOPE FOR REST HOME
Jack Scully has appointed himself
a committee of one to get a "rest
home for old 9th Infantry Division
Men." He has appealed to Arthur
Richard Schmidt for a donation of
a ~ew thousand bucks. As soon as
Schmidt comes through Scully says
the committee will be in business.
NO CAR TROUBLE
Not discouraged by many previous
sad experiences while a passenger in
Schmidt's car, Adolph Wadalavage
took a chance and was .delivered
safely at his home, on time, and
without incident. That is, there were
no incidents enroute but after the
chauffeur found out where the, .Wadalavage beer cooler and private stock
was stored, to say nothing of the
Dagwood sandwiches Schmidt made,
that ride was pretty expensive for
Adolph.
Schmidt has a picture made in 1950
at the Chapter's Annual Beer Party
in Ruppert's Tap Room. He says
some of the members just don't seem
to grow any older, particularly Vincent Guglielmino, Harry Orenstein,
George Apar, Lou Almassy, Irv Feinberg and a few others. Some of the
members think it might help boost
the membership to start holding these
parties again. Many of those shown
in the 19SO picture seem to have fell
by the wayside and are seldom seen
at meetings any more.
There was much enthusiasm and
.
h
mterest s own amongst all the members concerning the 1962 Reunion at
Fort Bragg.
CHRISTMAS SCENES
Adolph Wadalavage was originally
a native of the Allentown, Pa. area.
He suggested to Schmidt that he take
his mother for a motor ride through
that section if he wanted to. appreoi...
ate the real beauty of Christmas as
it was originally intended-far removed from so much commercialism.
Art advises The Octofoil that no
where else in the world has he ever
seen such nativity scenes so beautifully decorated as was the case in
and outside of most homes in the
Bethlehem, Allendale and Berwick,
Pa. areas.

CLEGG WAVES A MAGIC WAND
AND THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN

-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-

Invitation Extended
To Visit the Valones
Nat Valone has finally moved into
his new home at 253 Governor Terrace, Rochester 21, N. Y. He asks that
former Ninth men traveling in that
neighborhood to stop by for a chat, or
The ab017e picture extracted from the barracks bag of Sgt. Wil.
at least make telephone contact. His liam M.Kreye, 337 20th St., Brookl,'n, former 39th man, shows
home number is HU. 2-9060 and the Main Po.t, Main Street, with the old Fort Bragg Hospital on the left,
phone at his 844 Joseph Ave., place main hospital building in the center and officers house on the right.
of business is BAker 5-4923.
Valone has already begun contacting former 47th buddies about the trip A FRIEND ASKS
Ann Deutschbein Is
to Fort Bragg in July. Among those
who have promised definitely to meet THAT CAPT. NIVEN
Impressed By the
Valone at Bragg are Bill Stoken, 4749
BE
REMEMBERED
Memorial Services
Plummer St., Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Herman Siebel, 43 Manila Avenue,
An admirer of Capt. Jesse F. NivMiss Ann Deutschbein, 231 BroadGreentree, Pa.
en, C.O. "D" Co., 47th Inf. recently way, Fort Edward, New York, writes
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-o-W 1mailed Secretary Quinn a check to Secy. Quinn in part as follows:
deposited in the Scholarship Fund.
Shepherd .C'alls From beThe
Dear Mr. Quinn: The enclosed
donor asked to remain anony- check is to cover cost of a copy of "8
Old Dominion State mous, but asked that the following Stars
to Victory," and a combat route
Robert Shepherd, former 47th lad, be entered into the records:
map.
To the memory of
of 8509 Lansdown Rd., Richmond, Va.,
The book is intended as a Christmakes his contacts with old buddies
Capt Jesse F. Niven
mas gift for Dick Cooper, who is a
via Alexander Graham Bell's gadget.
far-removed member of the Greater
C.O. "D" Co., 47th Infantry,
Bob is all worked up about getting
New York Chapter. He had a copy
In whose mind the welfare of his
as many as possible to be present
years ago and loaned it to someon~
men was uppermost - from one
when roll call takes place at Fort
and never got it back.
Bragg next July. He called Dick Pesof his officers.
I was stunned that we made the
tel in Columbus, on New Year's Eve,
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!last· issue of The Octofoil. We just
to say Charles Bailey, a former K Co.
happened to sit at the banquet table
47th Regt. Company Clerk, had been SMlnY'S DAD RIGHT where refreshments were a little
located and would attend the 1962 Restronger than coffee. It was my first
union. The Richmond lad thinks he ON BEAM AGAIN
trip to Worcester. I can see why Dick
can get a few more rounded up down
Every year end for many years wants to go every year. It is really
'tother side of the Smith and Wesson Wrignold J. Smith's dad has relig- impressive to see such a group, and
line before the July Reunion gets un- iously sent in his son's dues for the Father Connors' pleasure as he
der way.
ensuing year. This year was no ex- "cased the joint" that morning before
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WIception. "Smitty's" dad, Mr. J. W. mass was truly touching. I know that
Smith, Rt. 1, Butler, Pa., advises The you all descend on Worcester to pay
Pixs In Next Issue
Octofoil that the former Ninth lad tribute to the dead, but let's face it:
Reaching The Octofoil too late to is now in Korea and Dad Smith will I think a heck of a lot of it is tribute

be made into cuts for this issue of mail the card himself when Secre-

The Octofoil were two pictures from
Doc Rishel, mentioned elsewhere in
this issue. These photos were made
by Doc at the Detroit Reunion.
At least one of Doc's photos will be
used in the next issue Of The Octofoil. Thanks. Doc!

Under date of Jan. 6, Arthur Richard Schmidt, 69-20 69th St., Brooklyn 27, N. Y., Public Relations Director for the Greater New York
Chapter, submits an encouraging report on the status of that chapter.
The New Yorkers started off 1962
by holding a most enthusiastic meeting at the Hotel Van Renselaer, 15
E.llth St., New York City, on Friday
night, January 5, 1962.
Pat Morano, the outgoing prexy,
saw to it that everyone was furnished plenty of chow. The Chapter holds
these luncheons when the term of
its officers expire and the new· officers are installed.
APAR DOES GOOD JOB
As was expected by those who
have heard him before, George Apar
did a fine job as installation officer.
Apar complimented the outgoing offlcers for the good job they have
done and predicted another year of
fine accomplishments from the new
officers.

tary Quinn has it properly filled out.

Smitty must have told his dad
some mighty nice things about the
Ninth Infantry Division for him to
hold the old outfit in the high esteem that he does.
-THINK ABOUr '62 DUES N-o-W J-

The Octofoil advised Secretary Dan
Quinn a nice glossy print of the
Prince Charles Hotel should be sent
in so a cut could be made and the
members would know what the headquarters hotel for the next Reunion
looked like.
Quinn relayed the request to Herb
Clegg in Fayetteville. Dynamic Herb
went into action the day he received
Dan's request. The net result was
astounding. Not only did The Octofoil receive the glossy prints of the
hotel, but an open letter addressed to
all former Ninth men advising them
how happy the people in Fayetteville
are that the 1962 Reunion will be held
there. And the letter is signed by
Monroe E. Evans, president of the
Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce.
Another letter has been received
from Charles C. Clark, Executive
Vice President of the Fayetteville
Chamber of Commerce. After his
welcoming remarks Mr. Clark attached several glossy prints that will be
of interest to the members, including
a birdseye view of Fayetteville, the
Market House and others.
Following these photos another letter arrived at The Octofoil office that
was signed by Lt. J. E. Shelton from
the Chief of Staff's office at Fort
Bragg. Lt. Shelton wrote: "Mr. Herb

"Pop" Dimmick Back Dick Netzel's Sister
In His Old Hangout Sends For Octofoil

A short note from Carl (Pop)
Dimmick gives his old address to
be used again-35 Alden St., Cranford, N. J. Pop had moved up into
New England recently but he got
to Father Connors. He is a delightful homesick for his old hangouts and
person.
come back home-never more to
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WIroam-with the exception of ReHay is something we're supposed union dates, and this especially apto make between the time we get plies to the 1962 Reunion coming up
out of it and the time we hit it.
at Fort Bragg.
-PAY 1961 DUES NOW-

Clegg asked me to send you these
pictures for The Octofoil."
This package of photos from Fort
Bragg hit the jackpot. Each and every
one of them will be of great interest
to the members-especially the views
of the Officers' and Noncoms' Clubs,
where much of the activity will center
during the 1962 Reunion.
In Herb's letter he stated that Dan
had advised him to get this data to
The Octofoil by Jan. 13 in time for
the current issue. In typical Clegg
fashion he got it all to The Octofoil on the 12th of January. However,
it was decided in order to do a bangup job with the material these Fayetteville people have so graciously
furnished it would be best to devote
plenty of time to the layout of a section in the next issue that will publish
the Chamber's message in full and
play up the art work the Chamber
and Lt. Shelton furnished in a way
the members would appreciate . . .
rather than to do a hurry-up job for
the current issue.
Those members who do not pay
1962 dues before the next issue and
are taken off the mailing list of The
Octofoil will miss this issue that will
do the heart good of any former Ninth
Infantry Division man to read and to
keep as a memento.

-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES H-o-W 1-

Mrs. E. Much is a sister of Richard Netzel, Rt. 5, Box 314, New Salem Rd., Kingston 2, N. Y. Dick
was with Co. D, 60th, and a good

boy-but a little forgetful at tiffies
about things-so Mrs. Much takes
her pen in hand, contacts the National Secretary and arranges for
The Octofoil, to continue going to
th~ Netzel residence.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-o-W 1-
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STAN COHEN HEADS NEW YORK
CHAPTER; OTHER OFFICERS ELECTED

-~

Stanley Cohen is the new prexy of Secretary Dominick Miele was busy
Greater New York Chapter. A full selling dance tickets.
John Boden-that bearded gentcomplement of capable officers will
be working with Stan during the en- from Chester, Pa. and his wife, Betty,
suing year. A list of the other officers seemed to be having a wonderful
appears elsewhere in this issue as a time. Charles Hoffman and his wife,
part of Outgoing President Morano's Gloria, and her girl friends, Dorothy,
with Charles Wider and his mother;
parting message to the members.
Arthur Schmidt and his mother were
A VOTE OF THANKS FOR
just one of the many, many party
FRANK FAZIO AND COMMITrEE groups.
The dance was most successful.
Max Umansky and George Frankel
The Chapter owes a vote of thanks
to Frank Fazio and his Dance Com- tried to keep up with the jitterbugs.
mittee. The members were happy to Marie Schmidt was willing to try her
see Frank at the dance after his re- hand at the Twist but never' got
cent illness and were all hoping that around to it because of watching Dan
he wasn't overdoing himself in the Quinn trying to determine whether
kitchen and at the beer tap, trying to he was conducting an auction sale or
see that everyone was taken care of. dancing. Pat Morano and his wife
Every table was filled. Winners of succumbed to the Twist.
Mrs. Quinn and Mrs. Rago were
the 50-50 Booster Club prizes were:
First prize, Charles Roberts, Phila- among those selling booster tickets
delphia; second, Mrs. Marie Schmidt, at the dance.
Art's mother. Frank Fazio appealed NEW MEMBERS SHOW UP
Ed Iannotti, 26th FA., and Louis
to Art to turn the prize in since he
had no need for more money - in Stein, 39th Inf., were two new memview of his tremendous AT&T hold- bers who showed up at the December
ings. Those sitting near Mrs. Schmidt meeting of the New York Chapter.
profited though, when she sprung for At a previous meeting Harry Jumea drink. Third prize went to J ance man had sold some chances for the
Ricco, Bernardville, N. J.; fourth, Glendale Taxpayers Association. He
Nick Budishin, Irvington, N. J .. Con- brought in two prizes for members
solation prizes went to Chin Wah, at the December meeting, consisting
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Ted Setell, Hollis, of groceries-naturally one of them
L. I., N. Y.; Hazel Anderson, Brook- went to Arthur Schmidt. No wonder
lyn' Herminio Suarez, New York that Guglielmino could not restrain
CitY; G. E. Fasano, Brooklyn (this himself and screamed "He who has
guy won two prizes); H. Lowery, gets-money comes to money."
Morgan P.O., New York; Frank FaDanny Quinn sold some chances
zio, Bronx, N. Y. Schmidt got some for the Bronx County Chapter of the
of his henchmen to clahn Fazio's C.W.V. for six turke~s. Proceeds go
luck was a "fix," trying to get even for the organization s welfare and
for Frank's efforts to get the second service at Kingsbridge VA Hospital..
Harry Whelan invited members of
prize thrown back in and drawn for
again; others were Francince Gugli- the Chapter to a party that was put
elrnino, Floral Park, N. Y., and Chas. on by the Catholic War Veterans at
Wider, Glendale, N. Y. Wider is a Gallc Park, Bronx, N. Y., on Jan. 10.
relative of Charles Hoffman, former LOSES REAR END
Co. B, 15th Engr. man.
Adloph Wadalavage thought it'dl
The music was excellent. When a be fairly safe to have Art Schmidt
few of the old timers tried to do the drive him home from the Chapter
Twist it was hard to determine meeting since the hack was a brandwhether it was their bones cracking new Ford. But it was not to beor the timber in the Union City Elk's before the two got very far on their
merry way the vehicle's transmission
Lodge building groaning.
was all shot to hell and poor Adolph
EARLY ARRIVALS
Among some of the early arrivals started out thumbing again as an aftfor this gala Nov. 25 event were Al ermath of starting out on a trip with
Bago and -his wife; Mr. and Mrs. Mc- his hard-luck buddy. Never again
Inerney (Gold Star parents); Ricco, will I take a chance on making con47th man, and his wife; Mr. and Mrs. nections in an automobile piloted by
Orletti and Harry Orenstein. These Art Schmidt Adolph is telling his
people formed a welcoming commit- friends from far away and near-and
tee at the foot of the stairs where for once and all time!

WILBUR BAKER FURNISHES AN OLD LIST
OF 39TH MEN; ASKS FOR CORRECTIONS
Since early November, 1961 there

Wilbur L. Baker, the former 39th

tween former Ninth men in Florida
and Arthur R. Schmidt, 69-20 69th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y., in an effort to
create some interest and establish
contacts in the Sunshine State.
Among those Schmidt has been in
touch were are Edgar W. Hopkins,
1922 Dewey Pl., Jacksonville, Fla.;
Dr. Sidney Stillman, 3736 Darnall Pl.,
Jacksonville, and Wilbur L. Baker,
6633 Brandemere Rd., N., Jacksonville. Parts of Schmidt's letters and
Baker's answer are printed below:
Dear Mr. Baker: Thanks for sending me the list of names and addresses
of former 39th Inf. men. I am sending
your letter and the list to Mr. Dan
Quinn, National Secretary. Perhaps
he will be able to contact Mr. Cruz
of Texas and secure names and addresses of other prospects for membership.
Harold Kleih, Newark; Harold M.
Bruskin, New Brunswick; Ludwig
Billy, Garfield, N. J.; Martin Nathansen, Brooklyn, and Peter A. Redichio,
Flushing, may be prospects for the
New York Chapter. I feel sure you
and The Octofoil editor will come to
some arrangement to use the negatives that you mentioned.--Sincerely
-Arthur R. Schmidt.

part, as follows:
Dear Mr. Schmidt: The list I am enclosing is old. Cruz, out in Texas,
should have over a thousand if he retained the card index of addresses.
I will send the negatives and captured
materials to Plunkett. I will identify scenes as far as possible. All of
my 35 mm negatives are intact. They
are available for use to anyone without restriction, except I do want them
back. Thanks for the issue of The
Octofoil. I do not think there are more
than barely enough for a token chapter of the Association here. H one is
organized I will try and join. I am a
faculty member here at the university
and right now am kept quite busy.Sincerely Wilbur L. Baker.
A postscript from Baker following
the list of names, reads:
Presiliano C. Cruz, listed above,
took over the mail clerk records in
1944. I had a card index of all people
and addresses of mail that went to or
through Med. Det. 39th Regt. It included all transfers from Fort Bragg
days, and cadre sent to the 82nd Airborne and the 10lst. Cruz kept it up
and I think he took it with him upon
his discharge. He was a hotel clerk at
Bryan, Texas.

has been much correspondence be- Med. Det. man, wrote Schinidt, in

Scuccimarri Gets Lift JOHN P. KOTZ BECOMES AN
From Those Leffers
ACTIVE ASSOCIATION MEMBER
G. V. Scuccimarri is still in the
Franklin Delano Roosevelt VA Hospita! in Montrose, N. Y. He writes
that mention of his name in The
Octofoil has brought him about 15
letters already from former Ninth
men. These letters seem to do the
morale of the lad more good than
the medication he receives.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W 1-

A lot of fellows who are classified
as after dinner speakers are merely
after dinner
-THINK A~OUT '62 DUES N-O-W 1_
Woman may be physically weaker
than man, but she can put a cap on
a fruit jar so tight he can't get it off.

It took a long itrne for John Kotz,
Bty. B, 60th F.A. to catch up with the
Association. But he has made connections and -intends being an active
member. Kotz was in the process of
being shipped stateside when he was
told about the Association that was
being formed. He left his membership fee with a buddy who was
slated to stay with the outfit for a
spell. But something happened and
all the wires got crossed up and John
only recently was able to make contact with Secretary Quinnl ~oined the
~ociation ~d seD;~ for IUS copy of
a Stars to VIctOry.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-
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TELEGRAM-GAZETTE RELEASES A WORCESTER MEMORIAL MASS PICTURE

LINWOOD RAMSDELL
COLLECTS OLD COINS
Linwood W. Ramsdell, 897 Main
St., Greenwood, Mass., is a new
member in the Association. He hopes
to be h~aring from some o! his old
Battery C, 60th F.A. buddies soon.
In a short note to The Octofoil
Linwood asks that a notice be printed to the effect that he is an ardent
coin collector and would like to hear
from any of the members of the 9th
who are interes~ in this hobby.
Anyone interested or having some
old coins for sale or trade should get
in touch with Ramsdell. He is also
anxious to learn the present whereabouts of "Rene Picher," originally
from Springfield, Mass., who used. to
make frequent trips into Concord,
N. C., from Fort Bragg with Linwood
and other buddies.
When his coin collecting chores
permit the time Ramsdell does accounting work in Greenwood for a
livelihood.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-

ELVIN NICHOLS IS
DOING GREAT JOB
MAKING CONTACTSSince the last issue of The Octofoil
went to press Elvin D. Nichols has
sent in two interesting letters pertaining to the 1962 Reunion at Fort
Bragg. Nick's horne address is 3989
Highgrove Dr., Dallas 20, Texas. He
is with the Dallas office of the Minneapolis-Honeyweel Regulator Co.
The first move Nick made was to
compile a memo and sent to the company's horne office to be read by employes of all.Honeywell branches in
the United States, plus employes of
some 40 foreign subsidiary offices
and 26 foreign distributors. He hopes
to locate many former Ninth men
through this means. He has good
public relations with the newspapers
in his area and the local radio stations' which outlet he hopes to use
advantageously just before the Reunion in an effort to stir up any former Ninth men who are in hearing
distance of the programs.
Bob Hosokawa, editor of the Honeywell organization's official publication, "Honeywell World" has agreed
to publicize the Reunion in that publication.
Nick is now trying to consummate
a long range publicity angle to reach
all the employes of the vast North
American Aviation empire in hopes
of locating even more former Ninth
men who otherwise would not know
about the July festivities at Bragg.
The Octofoil and officers of the
Association are grateful for the valuable service former Sergeant Elvin
Nichols is doing to assure a success
of the 1962 Reunion.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W 1-

Officers WiD W ..ile
B..iet Statements
H space permits a brief statement
from each of the newly elected officers of the New York Chapter will
be printed in an early issue of The
Octofoil.
It is hoped to be able to print
an a-page issue about April 1. Deadline on copy and pictures will be
March 15th.

JOHN BODEN SAYS NEW YORk CHAPTER'S DANCE
"OUT OF THIS WORLD;" A'1WISTING" SUCCESS
John Boden, Box 58, Chester, Pa., Honey Engelman, partner of the
and his pretty wife, Betty, journeyed above mentioned doll. Honey danced
to the Big City to participate in the the jitterbug, but when Jerry Fasano
New York Chapter Dance. Much has of the 15th Engineers, the contortionbeen written about that dance-but ist, tried to Cha Cha on his handsno one has adapted the style that well that was time to break for the
John Boden has adopted in describ- food.
ing events and the participants. Even
George and Jeannette Frankel
running the risk of repetitious para- were also putting time in on the
graphs elsewhere sent in by the floor but his wife watched him when
chapter's public relations director, it came to eating. She said he should
Arthur Richard Schmidt, The Octo- start thinning down some. The thing
foil is printing Boden's report in the you don't know, Jeannette, is that evinimitable language he uses.
ery time he went to the Little Boys'
Room he helped himself to all that
By JOHN BODEN
good food!
Chester, Pa
Those of you who are not from the ROYAL HOST AND HOSTESS
New York area do not know just
There were two people at the
how the new dance craze has taken dance who were busy making those
this part of the country by storm. like myself, who get to the Big City
APAR IN ACTION
very -seldom, feel right at horne. And
To be able to sit at a table and I must tip my hat to them-namely,
watch George Apar and his wife, Dot, Charlie and Esther Libretto - both
dance the Twist is really a treat. are lovely people and it was a pleasBut a still better show is to watch ure to have met them. Why not take
Dan Quinn Twisting while the band your vacation in July this year,
and his wife, Marie, do the waltz. Ah Esther, and corne down to Fort
Marie-your fate is written to be Bragg. You will be sadly missed, if
married to a middle aged jitterbug you don't.
turned Twister.
There was one fellow at this dance
Of course Pat Marano and his wife, who carne with four lovely dolls.
Ann, can do the Potato Masher with Their names were, I think: Evelyn
the best of them. Although Ann I Hogan, Alice Patterson, Rita Stukel
think you had better give him a few and Lily Konovitch. This Lucky
more lessons before you enter the Swinger was none other than that
theater-with you as the dancer and old lover of good times-Harry Wax.
he as your announcer.
All these girls work with Harry and
had heard so much about the dance
FOOD WAS TOPS
The food at this affair was out of they decided to corne. I can say this:
this world. It was prepared by two They were really busy dancing alof the most ardent of Ninth Boosters most every dance.
The names I have mentioned does
-John Scully and Frank Fazio, plus
another great guy who helped th~m not mean that they are the only ones
and I failed to get his name. Our who attended-but only the ones I
hats are off to these unsung heroes of knew from previous meetings with
the kitchen. A job well done- them. At the next affair if they will
Smoothies-and enjoyed by all of the give me their names I will be happy
Cats present.
to mention their names in the write
Among some of the others present up about the event.
were Betty and Charles Roberts,
Well, that's about all from up here
from 'way down on the Delaware on the Delaware River. So, in behalf
River at a place called Phi~adelphia, of the New York Chapter, let me
a suburb of the beautiful city of wish you all a good year and until
Chester, Pa., where it happens this Fort Bragg this is John Boden sayreporter lives with his beautiful wife, ing remember to holler at who is
Betty Boden. Of course this is also elected at a meeting. You must be
the hometown of that sharp red-head present to vote. God bless you all!
----------------------------

MRS. SHAW MAKES
INQUIRY ABOUT THE
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

A FORMER 39TH MAN
OPERATES "TOYLAND"

Mrs. Helen R. Shaw, Box 281,
Stoneboro, Pa., advises The Octofoil
that she and her youngsters are getting along all right but they will
never get to the point of not missing
Don Shaw, the devoted' father and
husband who died Jan. 14, 1960.
Don, Jr. graduates from Lakeview
High School soon and Mrs. Shaw has
made inquiry about the Association's
Scholarship Fund. The letter will be
turned over to John Clouser, Scholarship Committee Chairman for consideration.
Larry K., the oldest of the Shaw
children is in the Navy; Kathy Ann
is now in the fifth grade.

Joseph H. Davis and Mrs. Davis,
1310 Oleri Terrace, Palisade, N. J.,
operate a Toyland Store in Union
City, N. J. Joe is a former 39th man.
He forgot to send in his dues but
Mrs. Davis saved the day and sent
them in for him.
A clipping from a Union City
newspaper had this to say:
Davis Toys of Union City and Teaneck is famous for having the right
toy for any youngster of any age.
Every kind of toy is to be fOW1.d
in the delightful new Davis store at
32nd St. and Bergenline Ave.
Davis has made himself famous in
the Union City area because of his
friendly service and individualized
customer attention.

-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-
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WILLIAM M.KREYE RELATES EARLY DAYS TRIALS Toole Comes Up
AND TRIBULATIONS EXPERIENCED AT FORT BRAGG With Document

BUDRICK THANKS HIS
BUDDIES FOR CARDS

BRUCHAC'S WINE
CAUSES CEASE FIRE
ORDER FROM ART

Sarge Steve BUdrick, 21 Union
Ave., South River, N. J., according
William M. Kreye, 337 20th Street, the show division of the states. The
Instead of all being quiet the
to records, was the first AssociaBrooklyn. 15, N. Y., has developed outfit trained in all aspects of the
tion member to become a life mem- night before Christmas-it was the
Dick
Toole,
Rt.
3,
Circleville,
and
Army
including
marine
training.
The
into a real life-saving contributor
ber. Regular employment has not night after Christmas at Arthur.
with interesting articles for The Oc- soldiers became "killers" and this his family left in early January for been as good as could be for the Richard Schmidt's home, 69-20
two
weeks'
vacation
in
Florida.
Dick
became
apparent
on
various
occatofoil. Kreye was with the outfit from
retired sergeant during 1961. But 69th St., Brooklyn, when he pulled
Fort Bragg to Remagen. He was a sions. Twice "A" & "B" Companies plann~d on stopping over at Clearwa- he's hoping 1962 will give him a up to his typewriter and began
ter,
Florida,
and
have
a
visit
with
of
the
39th
Infantry
Regiment
beat
Staff Sergeant with the 39th, Hq. Co.,
better shake-at least to the extent pecking out some notes that were
and former Intelligence, S-2. The up each other in fist fights with no Gen. Edwin Randle.
of
enabling him to see his old bud- supposed to be sent to The Octofoil
While
pro)Vling
through
some
old
article he prepared for the current holds barred. First Battalion Headdies at Fort Bragg. He has asked at that time. But right in the mid47th
Regt.
keepsakes
Toole
recently
quarters Detachment of the 39th at
issue of The Octofoil reads:
The Octofoil to extend thanks to dle of the letter this paragraph apIn July, 1962, we will once again that time which. became First Bn. noticed a communique that Col. Ran- the many who remembered him peared:
dle
issued
"At
Sea,"
on
Nov.
3,
1942.
infiltrate Fort Bragg and Fayette- Hq. Company later on, had two men
with Christmas cards during the reI had to stop typing so I could
ville, N. C., but not as we did in knived at a "c" Company beer party. It reads:
cent Christmas holidays. Among catch up on my drinking from the
HQ 47TH COMBAT TEAM those he listed were:
1941. m 1941, the selectees, who were The Ninth trained for Japanese comgallon jug of Gallo Port wine I purAT SEA. Nov. 3, 1942. The Greater New York Chapter:
mostly from the states of New Jer- bat but as you know faced the Gerchased for the holidays from Albert
sey, New York and Pennsylvania, mans and Italians.
TO: 47TH INFANTRY COMBAT
J. C. Lynch and Family.
E.Bruchac, a former Chapter presiMany a soldier did a lot of griping
joined the 9th Infantry Division.
TEAM.
Danny Quinn and Family.
dent and a former National AssoThere seemed to be a resentment and usually had good raeson to do Fellow Soldiers of the 47th Infantry
Mr. and Mrs. Dominick Miele.
ciation president, who operates· a
against these Yanks, by the small so. However, this drilling, griping
Combat Team:
Rev. Anthony F. Delaura.
classy spirits store in this area.
and
training
paid
off
when
the
ability
minority of business people in FaWe have been entrusted with a vital Philadelphia Chapter:
Before the writer got interested in
of
the
Ninth
Division
soldier
in
yetteville. Little did we realize that
part in opening the long awaited SecJack O'Shea.
his j.ug he had taken time out to
North
Africa,
Sicily,
France
and
the "Rebel" flag still flew over the
ond Front. We are the advance guard
George E. Kopac.
read Ernie Pyle's "Brave Men" ErSouth. But we have to remember Germany showed the way to victory. of a mighty, ever increasing and irre- lllinois Chapter:
nie devotes about 119 pages to the
I
believe
that
this
is
why
General
that this was chiefly due to the fact
sistable force which will stream from
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Matusik.
training experiences of G.ls in
Bradley,
when
situations
were
desthat Fayetteville was the nearest
the United States to Africa, thence to New England Chapter:
England before the Normandy invaoutlet for the G.!. to go. Most G.I.s perate, put the Ninth usually in the Europe. The next convoys will arrive
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Boyle and vision, the invasion, capture of
thick
of
things,
to
turn
possible
dewent there for a little relaxation.
in Safi five days after we land.
Family.
Cherbourg and the hedge row fightOthers who had more of the green feat into a victory.
Mr. and Mrs. Vic Campisi and ing. Iil. three chapters Pyle refers to
While we are taking Safi other eleSo,
this
time
we
will
revisit
our
stuff to spend, traveled beyond Faments of the Western Task Force, of Family.
experiences· with 9th Division men.
yetteville. Perhaps the soldiers drank home of twenty years ago. Where we which we are a part, will be landing Ohio Chapter:
m Chapter 27 he refers to Pfc. ArPaul Sullivan Plunkett and
too much or didn't behave on many marched on the parade field, hiked at Casablanca and to the north. At the
thur MacDonald, Portsmouth, N. H.,
along Chicken and Longstreet Roads same hour the Central and Eastern
Tippy Plunkett.
an occasion.
and Pfc. McFarland, Southern Pines
On the other hand, the hospitality to view the scrub pine, oak trees and Task Forces will be landing in the STATE BONUS NEWS
N. C. m Chapter 29, "Street Fight~
A recent change in state law qual- ing,'- the book refers to Tank Cmdr.
of the· North Carolinians was more sand usually during the hottest days Mediterranean at many points in Althan generous, as I, myself, will of summer. To see MaeFaydens Pond, geria. They are coming from Great ifies many "career servicemen" to Cpl. ~artin Kennelly, 8040 Langley
vouch for out of my visits to Raleigh the Main Post, the Service Club, and Britain, but they are 100 per cent receive a Pennsylvania bonus for St.; ChIcago; Sgt. L. Wortham Leeds
and Rock Hill. Even on the Carolina those white· barracks (which were American Troops. The success of this service during the Korean War. Ala., driver; Pvt. Ralph O~n, 355i
maneuvers, they went out of their washed and scrubbed many, many American campaign will be the be- Previously, this bonus could not be 32nd Ave., Minneapolis, assistant
way to serve us coffee, doughnuts times by the Ninth Division soldier). ginning of the end for the Axis Pow- paid to veterans with four years or driver; Cpl. Aubin Stoops, Marshallmore of continuous military service to~, Delaware, gunner; Pvt. Chas.
and sandwiches many. miles away To see the mess halls, where the fin- ers, and they will know it.
from their homes. They also invited est steaks, hominy grits, and the best
Even though the going may be prior to June 25, 1950, unless they Rains, 1317 Madison St., Kansas City,
manY of us to their homes for a of foods were served (that was what tough I have no doubt of our success were entitled to the Korean Service loader.. Accompanying an infantry
friendly visit which usually included my mother told me). Don't be sur- at SafL We are superbly equipped; Medal.
company doing some street fighting
prised if those bleached white bar- far better than any enemy that can be
Now veterans may receive the enroute to Cherbourg, .Pyle mentions
a meal.
racks
have
a
yellowish
appearance
bonus
regardless
of
the
length
of
brought against us. We are well trainHARD TRAINING
Sgt. Joseph Palajsa, •. 187 I St., PittsThe Ninth Division was housed at when you see them. I hope to see ed and finally, we are Americans who service, provided they were legal burgh; Pfc. Arthur Greene, 618 Oxmany
of
you
there
for
this
great
reresidents
of
Pennsylvania
at
the
are notoriously tough fighters.
Fort Bragg in their own barracks
ford. St., Aubun'l, Mass.; Pvt. Dick
about one mile west of the Main union.
Now for a few final reminders. Vio- time they entered military service Medici, 5231 Lemy Ave., Detroit; Lt.
Sgt.
Kreye
furnished
a
long
list
of
and
on
Jan.
1,
1961,
and
served
at
Post and was stationed there for
lent, rapid, ruthless combat is the
James Giles, Platoon leader, Athens,
about 18 months. During this time, old 39th men's names. The material is only way to win. Speed in execution least 60 days on active duty during Tenn.; Pfc. Arthur Slageter, .3915
in
type
form.
It
is
hoped
space
will
be
the
Korean
War
period.
the outfit trained intensively to hardand audacity in planning saves losses.
Taylor Ave., Cincinnati; Pfc. Robert
en the men. Thus, the Ninth became available to print the list soon.
You must always attack - you must IOWA BONUS
Edie, New Philadelphia, Pa.; Sgt.
Eligible
Iowa
vets
who·
failed
to
never bunch. When fire comes your
Joe Netscavge, Shenandoah, Pa.;
way dont squat-hit the ground flat. file a claim for a state bonus based Gen. Manton S. Eddy, Capt.· Lindsey
on
service
in
the
Korean
War
beThis terrain affords cover but of a
Nelson, Lt. Orion', Shockley, Co.
different kind. Use every little de- fore Dec. 31, 1960 deadline are be- Commander, Jefferson City, Mo.; Lt.
Ing
invited
to
file
claims
at
the
prespression. Remember that you are part
Lawrence McLaughlin, Boston.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-o-W!of ~. team and must keep within the ent time. The Iowa Korean Veterans
Arth'\.lr Richard Schmidt. the New skill. So in nothing flat he had re- cont~ol of your leader, and help those Service Compensation Board reJOSEPH
LA$ASSQ
York Chapter demon reporter, has adjusted himself to the life of a jour- on eIther side of you.
ports that bonus funds are still
been kind enough to forward to The neyman baker-and he says that'll
available and that the 1963 General
In
attacking
pin
the
enemy
by
fire
Octofoil some interesting letters from come in good anywhere - because in front and move so as to attack him Assembly may extend the claim
former Ninth buddies of his, located any place in the civilized world he in the rear. Do not butt your head deadline date. Further information
The Octofoil editor. was checkin~
in various parts of the country. Parts goes he's goima find folks who eat against a stone wall. "GRAB THE may be obtained from the Korean out of a motel. near Fostoria, Ohio,
bread.
of a letter from George Zipfel, 81
ENEMY BY THE NOSE AND KICK Veterans S e r vic e Compensation on Sunday morning, Jan. 14. And up
Sussex Ave., East Orange, N. J., is LEAKE'S MOTHER WRITES
Board, State House, Des Moines, steps a big guy and remarks: "So
IDM IN THE PANTS."
Iowa.
.
you was in the Ninth Infantry Dias follows:,
Mrs. Ura Leake, mother of Carroll
Always
remember
that
fire
and
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W 1vision, was you?" He had spotted the
Dear Art: The last chat we had at Leake, an old Co. B 15th Engr. bud- movement win battles. Man for man
Octofoil decal on the editor's windaNew York Chapter Dance I told dy of Schmidt's, writes from Robs- and unit for unit we have tremenshield.
you about some of my pals from Co. town, Tex., one of the many places dously superior fire power. You must
C, 47th Regt. Since joining the Asso- Schmidt visited after the Detroit Re- always keep up the fire-every weaA long confab followed. It developed that the guy who had noticed
ciation three years ago I've met union. Mrs. Leake sent newspaper pon must fire. Riflemen, set your
Charles
Warner,
507
E
....Main
St.,
these fellows at Reunions. While at- clippings showing· some of the de- sights at 200 before you leave the Bound Brook, N. J., former 39th Inf. the decal was Joseph LaSasso, 52 N.
tending the Washington Reunion I struction that hurricane caused in ship. Shorts are better than overs. lad, was discharged recently from a Portland, Youngstown, Ohio.. Joe was
looked up my pal, Randy Brown. He the area that was so calm while FIRE LOW-richochets may not kill VA Hospital. Those who have seen with the 39th Regt. He also had a
has joined the Association since then Art was living it up down there.
the enemy-they will certainly scare Warner since his discharge say that brother with the Ninth Division.
and attended the Detroit Reunion.
Joe promised to join the the AssoCarroll's mom says that her boy him. Overs he will not even hear.
he looks like a million dollars and
Together we made contact with Al- really enjoyed reading his copy of
Never forget that our arms our the treatment he received must have ciation. In the meantime he hopes
ton LeDuc, Ypsilanti, Mich. At the "8 Stars to Victory," and won't even equipment, our cause and you your- done him a world of good.
some old 39th buddies will see this
last three Reunions I've also been let his fishing interfere with reading selves are all better-far better than
notice and get in touch with him.
Charlie
told
friends
at
the
New
meeting Frank Chatto, Cleveland, The Octofoil when it arrives.
Any members driving over the
the best the enemy can offer.
York
dance
that
he
felt
one
of
the
Ohio. Maybe a little publicity about
Mrs.,Leake's letters are mighty
We have been given the place of articles that appeared in The Octo- country without having an Octofoil
Co. C, 47th men will create more newsy documents but when she gets honor in this fight and I know we are foil had been of some help to hIm ':lecal on their windshield .are not
interest.
around to telling Art they haven't going to win. Make it tough and make with the VA. If the article was help- being ·fair to themselves or to the
Another C Co. man I've contacted needed to put up their heater yet- it violent. God bless us .all.'
ful those connected with The Octo- Association.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-o-W 1is John Abdill, Millville, N. J. He it kinda gets under the old boy's skin.
(Signed)
foil feel happy that there are occaHe
apologized
for
making
his
last
and I took a trip to Washington to
EDWIN ·H. RANDLE,
sions when the members' official gasee Randy Brown.·· These two old news report short because the snow
Colonel, 47th Infantry, zette can be of help to the members
buddies hadn't seen each other for was banked so high on the sidewalk
Commanding. individually or collectively.
in
front
of
his
house
that
he
was
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-WI-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!16 years.
Boardman F. Lockwood, an acafraid the Law Man would come get
HEADED FOR BRAGG
HAS
•
•W• 9th M an I 5
tive Association membef,is a vice0
him if some of it wasn't shoveled JOHN KOROBKO
I intend being at Fort Bragg in away.
BEEN HOSPITAL GUEST Located By Quinn
president of the Davis-Jacobs Travel
Service, 242 Trumbull St., Hartford
July, along with Brown and probably GOOD ADVICE
AbdUl.
The Octofoil is in receipt of a
While Secretary Quinn was at- 3, Conn. He has been showing copies
Mrs. Leake is quite philosophieal
Zipfel closed his letter to Art by without being sarcastic when she beautiful Christmas card from John tending the Memorial Services in of The Octofoil to various members
writing that he still has a copy of diplomatically suggests that the only and Marie Korobko. And with the Worcester one of his coworkers was of the Davis-Jacobs staff. As a conthe first issue of The Octofoil ever solution for Arthw' "Dick" Schmidt's card was a personal message parts of trying to locate him. When advised sequence The Octofoil is in receipt
Quinn was attending Memorial Serv- of a letter from Mr. Donald R. Hart,
printed, dated September, 1945-Vol. many automobile troubles is for him which are printed below: '
1, No. 1. Names and addresses of to go out and learn the automobile .Joh:r; entered the University Hos- ices for the Ninth Infantry Diivision Jr., an executive with the Davis-Jathe former Co. C 47th men George mechanic's trade. Nevertheless, they pItal m Ann Arbor the Thursday it developed this fellow worker was cobs organization, proposing a cuthas contacted are:
are hoping their Brooklyn friend will after the Memorial Mass and stayed also a former Ninth man-from Co. rate trip through Europe by memAlton LeDuc, 2490 Packard Rd., detour from Bragg by way of Robs- for 10 days undergoing tests on his F, 39th Regt., and one of those cap- bers of the Association. Mr. Hart is a
back and leg. They found the mus- tured at El Guettar on March 30, mem.ber of the Twelfth Army Group
Ypsilanti, Mich.
town again this summer.
cles and nerves are affected and have 1943. The former Ninth man's name Association and submitted an interFrank Chatto, 9104 Kennedy Ave.,
.-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!issue~ him a steel brace, but that is William Guest, formerly of Plain- esting itinerary that he had prepared
Cleveland, Ohio.
doesn t seem to help. It seems that a field, N. J., but no~ a resident of for that group to study and to take
Randy Brown, 2806 S. 9th St., Ar- George and Ruth
second operation will be necessary. Newark. Most of hIS P.O.W. days action on
@gt~,~.
,
were spent in Stalag II-B.
Th' b '
has
John Abdill, 101 Whitehall Ave., Berday Great Team
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!e Jaco s-DaVls company
orH e reports b ac k on Jan. 18th. John
Millville, N. J.
Uni
It
d ganized a number of air charter trips
George Berday was with Co. B, may retire from active duty with the M lis
~a..
for church groups, teachers, veterans
LETTER FROM TONY
and Serv. Co., 47th Regt. He and Detroit Police Department.
Anthony Madonna moved from Ruth (Mrs. George), now live at 5229
John Korobko was a sick lad durAgain in 1961 Col. John C. L. organizations and others. At the pr~New England to 740 N.W. 84th St., 4th st., N. E., Washington 11, D C. ing the Detroit Reunion but no one Adams had printed a brochure ent time the cost (overall) is rtll1l11,llg
Miami, Fla. He is employed in the
When he sent in his 1962 dues would have ever known it judging styled "Christmas Gr~etipgand Ac~ about $70~ for three weeks, air over·
baking industry in Miami, after hav- George also sent for an application from his! pleasant smile for everyone tivity Report of Adams Family for and back mcluded, all or most meals
ing worked for 20 years in the leath- for Ruth to affiliate with the Ladies' and the efficient manner in which the 1961-36th Annual Bulletin."
on land included, all land transporThe Bulletin gives a rundown on tation by motor coach included, all
er industry while in New England. Auxiliary This couple are out shak- Reunion plans were executed under
" all of the travels and activities of courier and guide and sightseeing
Schmidt says he detects pangs of ing the bushes for new members in his chairmanship.
home sickness in Tony's letter-a de- the Association. They passed out
John and Marie Korobko's thous.. the Adams Family for 1961.
entries included.
sire to again attend Father Connors' two applications recently-one has ands of friends in· the Association
The Colonel and Alberta would
The itinerary arranged ior the
Memorial Mass in Worcester, Mass. been filled out and sent in and they from 'Frisco to Maine hope that the be happy to hear from any of their Twelfth Army Group is lengthy and
Tony and Trudy are not sure about are camping on the other guy's trail Medics come up with a solution that old friends. Always 'send letters air- space limitation does not permit the
will rectify his ailments.
~ail to "Hacienda Al):>erta, Guan- reprint of the proposed trip in its
getting to Fort Bragg in July-but until it is sent in.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUES N-O-W!ala, Islas de La BahIa, Honduras, entirety in The Octofoil. However, it
George advises that the two of
intend to exert every possible effort
~entral America." The welcome mat makes thrilling reading and might be
them are looking forward to seeing
to that end.
Optimists and pessimists are most- 1S always out for any of the old worthwhile for a future Reunion to
Upon arriving in Florida Tony many of the old gang when the
soon learned there were no leather bugler gets 'em to rise and shine ly wrong, but optimists have the gang who might be visiting in that look into.
part of the world, at any time.
-THINK ABOUT '62 DUrS N-O-W 1factories where he could use his down at Fort Bragg come July 26. most ~.

Written In 1942

MAIL BAG FILLED AT SCHMIDT"S HOME
WITH LETTERS FROM OLD BUDDIES

IS.

"SPOTTED" IN OHIO

CREDIT THE OCTOFOIL
WITH BEING HELPFUL

PROPOSES A TRIP
BACK TO EUROPE
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